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Regional courts handed jurisdiction to annul marriages

Protection orders
failing GBV victims

DIVORCE
PROCEEDINGS
MORE ACCESSIBLE

Zorena Jantze
THE Permanent Secretary
of the Judiciary, Rolanda
van Wyk, has stated that the
granting of protection orders
to women being abused does
not guarantee their safety
and more needs to be done
to protect the escalating
number of women who seek
refuge.
Van Wyk said the Office
of the Judiciary is in talks
with different stakeholders
to establish safe-houses
where women can be safe
from their abusive partners.
She added that this will be
done under the auspices of
the National Criminal Justice
Task force.
“What the Office of the

SPOUSES who want to discontinue their marital unions
will soon be afforded the
opportunity to settle their
disunions in regional courts.
Zorena Jantze

This was stated by Tousy Namiseb,
Deputy Permanent Secretary of Judicial
Services, who stated that most Namibians
opt to stay in toxic marriages as getting
divorced is a costly procedure in Namibia
and only done in the High Court in
Windhoek.
Namiseb, who was speaking at a media
briefing held yesterday at the Office of
Judiciary, to update all relevant stakeholders on recent developments and highlights of the Judiciary for the year 2018.
“If you are married and want to get
divorced, you should go to the High
Court and prove fault on the part of the
defendant. This is why people stay in toxic partnerships, as it is difficult to prove
malicious desertion, or adultery. Reforms
are underway. Regional courts will be
given the jurisdiction to handle divorce
cases, which will make it more affordable
and easier,” Namiseb stated.
He added that although this has not
been translated into law, comprehensive
research has been done on the subject and
the Bill will be tabled by the Minister of
Justice, Sacky Shangala, before Parliament soon.
Namiseb further added that grounds for
divorce will also be amended from the
current fault-based system to irretrievable
breakdown of marriage. Another piece
of legislation will increase the monetary
jurisdiction of the Magistrate Courts. The
impact will be an increase in civil matters
being dealt with in the Magistrate Courts.
Namiseb additionally stated that the is-

Judiciary wants to propose
is that all stakeholders consolidate resources available,
and create a blueprint of
safe-houses throughout the
country where women can
seek asylum,” Van Wyk
stated.
Magistrate Ingrid Unengu
said that between the period
of 1 July to 30 September
2018, a total of 278 domestic
violence enquiries (enquiries
conducted after receiving
application for a protection
order) were processed.
She added that out of these
cases, a total of 84 enquiries
were finalised, with 163
interim protection orders
granted and 84 final protection order granted, and 48
orders withdrawn.

REFORM: Tousy Namiseb, Deputy Permanent Secretary - Judicial Services.
Photo: Zorena Jantze

sue of the so called “red-lined” marriages
is still not resolved but an appropriate
law will be passed soon and Office of the
Judiciary will provide judicial officers
and staff to implement that law through
the court systems.
“These marriages are done out of community of property, and there is always
difficulty with the dealing of estates due
to death as the cause. There is a law in the
pipeline that will resolve this numerous
disputes across the country,” Namiseb
stated. He added that the Office of the Ju-

diciary is responsible to provide courts as
a platform for legal redress and continues
to strive to deliver justice through making
the courts more accessible.
“It is not only the criminal court that
we are focusing on, but in terms of an
outlook plan are well under way for the
launching of a specialised Commercial
Court as a division of the High Court,”
he said.
Namiseb added that the specialised
Commercial Court will come into operation on 2 April 2019.
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Struck from court roll due to pending DNA results

RAPE CASE AGAINST
DOCTOR STALLED
THE rape case against a medical doctor stationed at the Oshakati Intermediate Hospital,
Bernhard Mulumba, was on 23 October struck off the court roll at the Oshakati Magistrate’s Court.
Maria David

M

ulumba, a Congolese national,
was accused of raping a 20-yearold student in his car during the Easter
weekend in Ongwediva.
According to court records, following numerous postponements,
the court late last month refused yet
another postponement for the matter,
resulting in Magistrate Toini Shilongo
striking it off the court roll after she
criticised the State for its failure to
finalise investigations.

“Court noted that the case has been
remanded several times for further
investigations. At the previous court
appearance, it was the State that
requested that the matter be remanded
to 23 October for that purpose. The
State is now informing the court that
investigations are not finalised,” said
Shilongo.
She added that no reason was given
as to why the investigations are still
ongoing to support an application
for another postponement, nor was it
made clear why the DNA results are
not available.

Mulumba was arrested in April this
year and later granted N$15 000 bail.
According to the police, the doctor
offered the girl a lift from Oshakati
to her home village Omayanga on the
outskirts of Ongwediva. Along the way,
he stopped his vehicle at an open space
where he undressed himself and forcefully undressed the victim before he
had forced sexual intercourse with her.
The woman later opened a case of
rape with the Ongwediva police. This
led to his arrest back in April. Since
April, the case has been postponed
serval times for ongoing investigations

and DNA results.
According to Oshana Regional
Crime Investigations Coordinator,
Deputy Commissioner Hilja Haipumbu, the case has been temporally withdrawn due to outstanding results, but
that it does not mean that the matter is
closed.
“Once a case is temporally withdrawn, the suspect gets his or her
bail money refunded, as well as any
documents that are in the possession
of the police. All bail conditions are
also cancelled,” said Haipumbu.
She, however, noted that they are
still waiting for the DNA results which
they requested as matter of urgency
for the case to continue.
“We still have hope that the results
will come back,” she said.

ON HOLD: Bernhard Mulumba.

Photo: Maria David

Legal aid yields to lawyers’ demands
Eba Kandovazu
AN appeal by the state against the
acquittal of forty-two men who were
on trial for allegedly attempting to
secede the then Caprivi Region will
be heard in the high court today, after legal aid buckled under pressure
to meet the demands of lawyers in
the case.
Earlier this week, the nine lawyers
expressed disappointment to the
court over unpaid fees from legal

aid, and the prejudice that their
clients will suffer as a result. The
proceedings could, however, not go
ahead as prominent Zimbabwean
lawyer Chris Dube failed to give
a response to an email on the way
forward.
On Wednesday, the court was
informed that the Legal Aid Directorate has given into the demands of
lawyers and that Dube’s flight and
accommodation will be covered.
This morning, the hearing dates will
be decided, with a possibility of

TREASON: Some of the acquitted men in treason.

Photo: Contributed

postponing the matter to 2019. This
will, however, further exert financial
pressure on the state as the lawyers
will still require payment.
Speaking to Informanté, another
Zimbabwean based lawyer, Jonathan Samukange admitted that the
lawyers have not been paid for some
time now.
“It is so disheartening that we have
to go through this. Having to fly
from Zimbabwe and paying for hotel
expenses, only to wait months and
months for payments. Legal aid is
in bridge of the contract. Unlike me
who was prepared to use my own
money to come, Dube was unable
to because of a lack of funds. Our
clients are prejudiced at the end of
the day because there is no motivation,” Samukange said at the start of
the week.
The acquitted men are each suing
the state in other civil matters, to the
tune of approximately N$ 50 000
each, for damages suffered during
their period of incarceration.

HEAVY BLOW: Robert Kahimise with his lawyer Patrick Kauta.  Photo: Eba Kandovazu
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SUSPENDED City of Windhoek
(CoW) Chief Executive Officer, Robert
Kahimise on Tuesday lost a bid to
declare his suspension unlawful and for
CoW to reinstate him.
High Court Judge Collins Parker was
not convinced by Kahimise’s lawyer,
Patrick Kauta, that the application
needs to be heard on an urgent basis.
According to the judge, Kahimise’s
application did not follow the required
Labour Court rules.
Kahimise argued that he was suspended without remuneration benefits
and that the suspension raises a reputational issue resulting in stigmatisation
to himself. In total, Kahimise argued
that his monthly expenses amount to
N$81 147, made up of farm employee
salaries, house bond, insurance, water,
electricity, school fees, groceries, extramural activities and personal loans.
In addition, he argued that he has
instalments in respect of four vehicles
namely, a Toyota Legend 45, Volvo
S40, Mercedes Benz ML350 and a
Land Cruiser, at an estimated value of
N$15 million.
Judge Parker, however, ruled that
Kahimise’s potential financial loss and
damage to his reputation do not on its

own constitute a ground for urgency.
“The financial loss and consequential
hardships that Kahimise says he would
suffer if he was not reinstated immediately cannot be grounds of urgency. He
has not established any reasons he will
not be afforded substantial redress at a
hearing in due course, considering that
in the dispute pending before the Labour Commissioner, such is entitled to
make an appropriate arbitration award
including reinstatement and compensation,” Judge Parker said.
Kahimise’s labour appeal before
the Labour Commissioner is set to be
finalised in December.
Kahimise’s troubles emanate from
an interest free study loan he acquired,
in the amount of approximately
N$150 000, to study at a Paris university. He was set to study for a Doctorate degree in Business Management.
The loan was allegedly not approved
by council, although CoW Management Committee Chairperson Matheus
Amadhila, the Human Resources
department and Mayor Muessee Kazapua approved it.
Other allegations against Kahimise
are that he non-procedurally appointed
people at CoW and the PricewaterhouseCooper audit report on suspended
City Police Chief Abraham Kanime
was tampered with.
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Calls for OPM to assess situation

DROUGHT DISASTER IN REGIONS
FARMERS in the greater Omaheke Region are in
dire straits due to the ongoing lack of rain which has
already caused the death of
more than 600 livestock in
the Amuinuis Constituency
alone.
Marthina K Mutanga

C

ouncillor of the Aminuis Constituency, Peter Kazongominja, said
more than 17 000 livestock have been
moved out of the affected areas to save
them from the drought.
The Regional Councillor of the
Epukiro Constituency, Cornelius
Kanguatjivi, said although Epukiro
is also heavily affected by the
drought, government has not stepped

TRAGIC: Carcasses of livestock a sad reality for Namibia. 

up to help alleviate the situation and
no food relief programme has been
put in place to help the struggling

PRINCE Fillemon Shuumbwa
Nangolo, the heir apparent to the
Ondonga throne who last year was
allegedly ditched by King Immanuel Kauluma Elifas together with
several other preeminent traditional
leaders, is now making a comeback
by holding a series of community
meetings to introduce himself to
the Ondonga community as their
legitimate future king.
And he is attracting huge crowds.
“The Ondonga traditional community is longing to see their leader
(King Elifas) who has not appeared
in public and did not make a statement for over a year now. Therefore, when they hear that Prince
Nangolo, the King’s legitimate
representative, is addressing a
meeting, they turn up in big numbers,” said Vilho Kamanya, one of
the dismissed headmen who are
currently contesting their dismissal
in the High Court.
Nangolo, who is a senior Air
Force officer, addressed his first
community meeting in the Ongula
yaNetanga district on 5 November. This was followed by similar
events in quick succession in the
districts of Oniimwandi, Amuteya,
and Oniiwe.
After a short break, the gatherings
resumed on 20 November, when
Nangolo addressed residents of the
Uukwanambwa district before mov-

farmers in his constituency.
“The condition has not improved
because there is no assistance rendered

The Governor of Kunene Region,
Marius Sheya, said the situation
has worsened in the northern and
southern parts of Kunene and that
they haven’t received any rainfall in
those areas.
Andreas said a possible solution
would be to sell some cattle that are
still in good condition before the situation deteriorates further.
President Dr Hage Geingob during
his State of the Nation address last
year, announced that an amount of
N$495 million was allocated to the
drought and emergency relief programmes, of which N$402 million was
spent on food, wihile N$93 million
was used for water shortage relief, as
well as seed distribution and marketing incentive schemes.
According to Geingob, the drought
relief activities were funded from
domestic resources with the help of
development partners.

Expert evidence brought into doubt

Prince Nangolo holds
community meetings
Placido Hilukilwa

Photo: Contributed

yet. The farmers with little in the
pocket are importing grass from all
over Namibia,” said Kazongominja.
A two-year drought has hit the region
hard, although other parts of the
country had normal to above normal
rainfall, allowing livestock food and
farmers recording wheat and mahangu
surpluses.
“The situation is very tough. It is
very bad. To now start working out
measures is too late, the Office of the
Prime Minister has to come and assess
the situation,” Kanguatjivi said.
The Kunene Region has also been
plagued by drought for the past seven
years, resulting in the death of livestock and loss of agricultural produce.
This has forced communities,
predominately made up of the seminomadic Ovahimba tribes, to relocate
in the search for grazing for livestock.
Others have move to the regional
capital, Opuwo.

Niël Terblanché

ing to the remaining five districts
of Epale, Oshuushe, Ondangwa,
Onalusheshete and Omulondo.
The series of meetings followed
shortly after a public gathering held
at Onethindi in the Oshikoto Region passed a motion of confidence
in Nangolo as the authentic heir to
his ailing uncle, King Elifas.
He was explicitly mandated to
increase his visibility by appearing
in public more often than before.
During the community gatherings,
Nangolo introduced himself as the
Crown Prince, who was properly
nominated by his uncle Elifas in
2002 and appointed ten years
later as the King’s representative
at events which Elifas could not
attend in person due to poor health
and old age.
His appointment was also meant
to prepare him for his future role by
giving him the necessary exposure
and hands-on experience.
Nangolo is linked to a faction
consisting mostly of traditional
leaders who were dismissed en
masse last year and who currently
operate an alternative tribal office
at Onethindi, while the opposing
faction remains at the old tribal office in Oluno, Ondangwa.
The traditional councillors linked
to the Oluno office do not approve
of Nangolo’s meetings.
When approached for comment,
both King Elifas’ press aide Naeman Amalwa and Konis Kalenga of
the Royal Clan refused to comment.

UNDER cross examination by counsel
for the defence of murder accused
Jandré Dippenaar in the Swakopmund
Regional Court, several aspects of the
validity of the report, compiled by two
accident reconstruction experts from
South Africa, were brought into doubt.
The second expert witness, Martin
Graham, found his testimony in chief
under severe scrutiny from Advocate
Louis Botes about several aspects represented in the report that he and Johan
Joubert of Traffic Accident Reconstruction Services in Cape Town in South
Africa.
Although Graham was responsible
for the mechanical aspect of the report,
Advocate Botes took him to task on
several aspects of Joubert’s part of the
report which dealt with the accident
reconstruction.
Besides having trouble explaining
how he concluded that the vehicle
driven by the accused person was travelling at high speed, on the second day
of cross examination, the existence of a
scuff mark on the shoulder of the road
that is related to the eventual head-on
collision was also brought into doubt.
Advocate Botes led the witness
through four different photo plans and
it was put to Graham that the real evidence before court could not establish
the existence of the alleged scuff mark
which according to the experts’ report
was caused by the right rear wheel of
the Toyota FJ Cruiser.
In one of the photographs taken by
Graham, Joubert is pictured standing
with a broom in his hands near the spot

EXPERTS: Johan Joubert and Martin Graham of Traffic Accident Reconstruction
Services in Cape Town in South Africa at the Swakopmund Regional Court.

Photos: Niël Terblanché

where the scuffmark was allegedly
found.
Graham explained that he bought two
brooms to enable them to clear away
debris that has formed next to the road
in the few days between the crash and
their arrival to conduct their investigation.
With regards to the conclusion the experts reached in their report about the
speed before the fatal impact, Advocate
Botes put it to Graham that he parroted
the findings of his partner to compile
his part of the report which dealt with
the mechanical aspects of the vehicle
wrecks.
Graham testified that the crush profile

of the vehicles were sufficient to reach
a conclusion that the Toyota FJ Cruiser
driven by Dippenaar travelled at a
speed as high as 150 kilometres per
hour.
During Joubert’s cross examination,
the picture of a blind rise was found
by the defence’s expert to have been
taken several kilometres away from the
accident scene.
The combined report by Joubert and
Graham forms a large part of the state’s
case against Dippenar who stands
accused of six counts of murder, fraud
and driving without a valid driver’s
licence, on the afternoon of 29 December 2014.
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Mobilise resources to address needs of the marginilised

TSUMKWE SUFFERS FROM
NEGLECT
THE Minister of Higher Education, Training and Innovation
and representatives of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) visited Tsumkwe Constituency recently to establish the needs of the
Tsumkwe communities.

constituency catering for general basic
and secondary education but due to the
nomadic culture of some of the inhabitants of the constituency, schools in
the areas have to be able to accommodate learners from sparsely populated
areas whose parents and guardians’
migration is seasonal and unpredictable.
“Not all schools in the constituency
have hostels, and the long distances
between communities’ dwellings and
schools not only creates a security
risk, but also due to the sheer distances
force a significant number of children
out of school every year,” KandjiiMurangi noted.
Another problem facing the constituency, like other far and remote areas
of the country, is that it is difficult
to attract qualified and experienced
professionals for an extended period

Marthina K Mutanga

T

he Head of Office and UNESCO
Representative Dr Jean Pierre IIboudo said they wanted to identify the
needs regarding early and childhood
development, technical and vocational education, youth and woman’s
empowerment programmes and accommodation and hostels for learners,
amongst others.
“Most of these needs are well in line
with UNESCO’s mandate to support the ministry’s efforts to mobilise
resources to address the needs of
the marginilised communities of the
Tsumkwe Constituency,” said IIboudo.
The Minister of Higher Education, Dr Itah Kandjii-Murangi, said
the constituency faces innumerable
challenges. There are schools in the

FACING PROBLEMS: Head of Office and UNESCO Representative and Dr Jean Pierre IIboudo The Minister of Higher Education, Dr Itah Kandjii-Murangi. 
Photo: Marthina K Mutanga

of time. Thus, schools, clinics and
police stations suffer frequent staff
turnover. Many schools in the area
lack hostels.
“Despite these challenges in the
general education stream, there is also
no Vocational Training Center in the

constituency for skills development,”
said Kandjii- Murangi.
She also noted that unemployment is
very high in the constituency. Wages
and salaries are the main source of
income and only slightly over 30% of
the inhabitants of the Tsumkwe Con-

stituency are gainfully employed.
The majority of the people scrape
a living from arable and pastoral
farming, although government has
introduced a Feeding and a Drought
Relief Programme for residents in the
constituency.

Road accidents decrease, still worrisome CoW warns against high
Marthina K Mutanga
NAMIBIA has been ranked 45th on the
road traffic accidents death list in the
world, Minister of Transport, John Mutorwa said in Parliament this week.
Based on 2017 figures,
Namibia records about 700
fatalities and more than 5
000 injuries per year, he said.
Road accidents place a
heavy burden on global and
national economies and
household finances. Many
families are driven into poverty by the loss of breadwinners and the added burden of
caring for members disabled
by road accidents.
The latest statistics gathered by the Motor Vehicle Accident (MVA) Fund shows
a reduction in car crashes since 1 January
to 11 November 2018 of 10%, compared
to the same period last year, with injuries
down by 18% and fatalities by 29%.
The statistics revealed 6 552 road ac-

cidents accounted for more than 1 103
deaths and 11 119 injuries between 2017
and 2018.
MVA Fund Acting Head of Corporate
Communications, Belinda Hamburee,
said this reduction can be attributed to
reinforced public awareness campaigns,

coupled with stringent law enforcement
and improved road engineering.
Hamburee cautioned drivers to always
wear safety-belts, even if they are going to the shop and back. Research has
shown that in the unfortunate event of a
crash, injuries can be reduced by 40-60%

if drivers are wearing a safety-belt.
“Stay in tune with the speed limits as
this will significantly reduce the probability of a crash occurring, and should
a crash occur, the extent of injury and
likelihood of fatality is reduced at a
lower speed. Never drink and drive, even
small amounts of alcohol
in your body can extremely
affect your driving ability,”
she said.
Drivers are cautioned
to ensure that they have a
good rest before embarking
on their journey and take
sufficient breaks to rest,
especially when driving long
distances.
Road safety is everyone’s
responsibility and good driving etiquette makes road use friendlier
and safer for everyone, she added.
The Fund calls upon women as mothers, sisters, aunts, teachers, friends, and
wives to drive road safety from within
their homes by encouraging safe and
responsible road use at all times.

water consumption
Aili Iilonga
THE cost of water in Windhoek
has increased sharply over the
past few months, resulting in
City of Windhoek issuing a
stern warning to members of
the public over the high water
consumption that has reached
a staggering 9.3% more than
targeted consumption rate.
Referring to the weekly water
watch, the City said that the
current consumption rate is not
sustainable and that it can lead
to the early depletion of water
stock.
“The city’s consumption currently stands at 483 128 kilolitres
for the past week (13 – 19 November). Unfortunately, this rate
is not sustainable and calls for
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We do repairs of all kinds of cellphones

cooperation from all the consumers to strictly apply water saving
measures that will enable us to
be within our target of saving at
least 10%,” said City spokesperson, Lydia Amutenya
The City further acknowledged
the challenges associated with
rising summer temperatures and
concurrent water use practices
are recognised.
“The current consumption is
not sustainable and can lead to
the early depletion of water stock
and increase the likelihood of
another water crisis and severe
restriction being enforced on all
consumers,” she said, adding
“keep within the applicable
restriction pertaining to washing
activities and avoid using water
on paved areas or using hose
pipe in washing vehicles.”
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Service delivery should not be discriminatory

INFORMAL
ELECTRIFICATION
TO BENEFIT 1 300

THE City of Windhoek this week announced that 1 300
informal settlement households will receive electricity
as part of the City’s informal settlement electrification
strategic plan.
Aili Iilonga
Minister of Urban and Rural Development, Peya Mushelenga, who made
the announcement, noted that the
two Windhoek informal settlements,
Tobias Hainyeko and Moses Garoeb
will be supplied with electricity by
the end of this year.
The minister was speaking at the
opening on the new Lafrenz electrical
load centre, which is expected to sup-

ply electricity to the northern suburbs
of the city and informal areas.
The areas expected to be electrified
are Lafrenz area and its extensions,
as well as Okuryangava and its extensions (Okahandja Park, Ongulumbashe, Kilimanjaro, Babylon and One
Nation A&B).
Mushelenga said that the N$45
million project is the City’s way of
bringing service delivery to the people of Windhoek.
“We cannot afford to neglect these

communities from the provision of
electricity infrastructure. They too
need to be brought on par with other
residents of the city to ensure that our
service delivery is not discriminatory
against any member of our society.
As a politician, I believe in equitable
distribution of resources to all our
people,” he said.
According to City’s Strategic
Executive for Electricity, Obrien Hekandjo, “By December, the electricity
will be on. The poles are being set up.
Once the cables are on the poles then
we will start pulling individual cables
into the houses.
We will repeat this process every
year depending on the availability of
funds.”

NCCI condemns indiscriminate
sand mining
Maria David
NAMIBIA faces a challenge of
reconciling service delivery in the
housing sector and the construction of
roads and public facilities on the one
hand, while on the other hand ensuring that such activities do not cause
irreparable harm to the environment.
This was the opinion of Tomas
Koneka Iindji, the chairperson the
northern branch of the Namibia
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(NCCI).
He was addressing a consultation
workshop on the mushrooming of
illegal sand mining activities viewed
against the backdrop of the Environmental Management Act. The
workshop was held at Ongwediva in
the Oshana Region recently.
“As a chamber, we owe it to the
nation to ensure that entrepreneurship thrives in a manner in which
it supports national development
programmes and social emancipation fully cognizant of the manner
in which the environment is sustainably managed for future generations
without imposition of land degradation,” he said. He noted that illegal
sand mining is driven by factors such
as infrastructure development, which

RAVAGE: Sand mining in the North. 

requires a high proportion of sand,
but pointed out the need to ensure
that such activities are conducted on a
legal and sustainable manner.
“In light of this dilemma, the NCCI
requests the authorities, the business community, traditional leaders
and all other stakeholders, to strike a
constructive balance by acknowledging both the need for service delivery
and the uncompromising necessity to
preserve the environment,” he said.
While condemning indiscriminate
sand mining that deprives future generations of a well-kept environment,
Iindji also urged the authorities to understand that most of those involved
are victims of the Bantu education
system which has not offered them
any value to be employable. He said
that people are surviving by generating income through sand mining and
this must be taken into consideration
when enforcing the laws.
“These arguments are not meant to
justify illegal activities but are additional factors that lawmakers have to
consider when dealing with issues of
socio economic concern,” he said.
Speaking at the same occasion,
Environment and Tourism Minister,
Pohamba Shifeta, said that no one is
being denied the right to mine sand,

but it should be done procedurally.
According to him, pits are left
unattended and are not safe for both
humans and livestock. He requested
for all of them to be rehabilitated.
“Apart from the pits in the rural areas, there are several others along the
roads, posing a threat to motorists.
In some areas, homesteads and crop
fields have been relocated to pave
way for sand mining,” said Shifeta.
He requested the community to
refrain from allowing sand mining
in their crop fields, adding that the
public can sue illegal sand miners for
the loss of the lives of relatives in unrehabilitated trenches.
According to him, mining in the
crop fields does not only pose a threat
to humans and livestock, but also to
food security. He says applications to
mine sand in crop fields will not be
entertained.
Currently, a total of 655 applications
for environmental clearance were
received in the 2017/18 financial
year, compared to 578 applications in
2016/17, representing a 13% annual
increase.

Photo: Contributed
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Suspect in Moller murder
applies for bail
Eba Kandovazu
A WINDHOEK man implicated in
the murder of a ship captain alongside
five others approached the High Court
for a formal bail application, in which
he offered to pay N$5 000.
David Shekundja, 37, allegedly
broke into the home of Hans –Jorg
Moller with four other men, brutally
assaulted his wife and two minor children, before shooting him in the stomach and stealing some of the family’s
belongings. The incident happened in
2016 at Walvis Bay, but the case was
recently transferred to the High Court.
It is the State’s allegation that
Moller was shot trying to defend his
wife, who was severely beaten up by
the five suspects, Gotlieb Panduleni,
30, David Tashiya, 29, David Shekundja, Ally Ndapuka Hinaivali,29 and
Malalakia Shiweda, 28. An amount
of N$8 500 was stolen, along with
jewelry and mobile phones.
On Wednesday, Shekundja told Acting Judge Ileni Velikoshi that he is a
father of five children, who depend on
him financially. Before his incarceration, he owned two tuck shops, where
he generated an income of N$3 000
per month. He denied any involvement in the murder, claiming that he
was in Windhoek when it occurred.

BID: David Shekundja. 			

His lawyer, Mbanga Siyomundji,
revealed that his client will tender
a plea of not guilty. He added that
Shekundja has no previous convictions.
The State is objecting bail on
the grounds of seriousness, public
interest, flight risk, interference with
investigations and administration of
justice.
“An online petition was handed
over to this court but it holds no
serious grounds of objection to bail
because the author is not known and it
contains no signatures, so as to figure
out how many people endorsed it. It
is therefore my submission that this
petition be completely disregarded,”
Siyomundji argued.
State Prosecutor Marthino Olivier
was, however, quick to object, citing that granting bail to the accused
would constitute a risk, given the
number of people involved in the
matter. He said that it would prejudice
the other accused persons.
“It is clear there is a public outcry.
The victims were in the comfort of
their home. This suspects senselessly
carried out these offenses and it is
quite serious. This offense was not a
random act. It was a targeted attack,
with inside information,” Olivier
noted.
Bail judgement is yet to be made.

Photo: Eba Kandovazu
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Making “I don’t”
easier
WHILE there is a rapid increase in the divorce rate in Namibia, which traditionalists might argue is worrisome, I believe that a divorce in itself is not more tragic than an unhappy marriage.
Despite the obvious increase in divorce, Namibia continues
to report one of the lowest divorce rates in the world, with
2001 census statistics suggesting that only about one out of
every 12.7 marriages ends in divorce or separation.
These figures can, however, not be celebrated when one
takes into account that the country’s current outdated divorce
laws that was inherited from South Africa at independence,
with its complexities, is forcing married couples to stay together after the marriage has broken down.
While the immense pressure on marriage is reflected not just
in the high cost of the wedding ceremony and children, once
that first hurdle is overcame, when things go wrong, the divorce law of the country naturally becomes a second hurdle.
The current law, based on fault, requires one spouse to prove
that the other spouse did something wrong - such as desertion, violence or adultery - when the reality is that in some
cases the breakdown in the marriage is due to nothing else
but “irretrievable breakdown”, which simply put is that the
marriage itself has broken down beyond repair.
Another complex issue in divorce processes is that the current law places persons who cannot afford legal representation at a distinct disadvantage, as it is almost impossible for
couples to get divorced without the help of lawyers.
According to a survey conducted a few years ago, the average cost of an unopposed divorce is between N$5 000 and
N$10 000, while opposed cases typically cost N$30 000 –
and occasionally reaching amounts as high as N$100 000.
This makes divorce expensive.
It also means that couples who cannot afford to get divorced
may be forced to remain married, even while perhaps living
separately and/or in romantic relationships with other people.
Without state-funded legal assistance, a fair divorce outcome, or the option of obtaining a divorce at all, may become completely inaccessible to especially women, who are
more likely to be financially vulnerable.
Currently divorce cases are heard only by the High Court
in Windhoek, and at least one spouse must appear in person, which adds expenses, especially for those living outside
Windhoek.
A little victory perhaps, came this week when Deputy Permanent Secretary of Judicial Service, Tousy Namiseb, announced that troubled married couples will soon be able to
get divorced in regional courts.
According to Namiseb, most Namibians opt to stay in toxic
marriages as getting a divorce is a costly procedure in Namibia as it is only done in the High Court in Windhoek.
By giving regional courts jurisdiction to handle divorce cases, divorces will become easier and more affordable as it
hopefully limits legal aid in divorce cases.
But these reforms should not stop there.
In 2004, Namibia’s Law Reform and Development Commission published a draft Divorce Bill, which has not yet made
it past the desk of the Minister of Justice to Cabinet.
If passed, this Bill would introduce “irretrievable breakdown” as the only generally-applicable ground for divorce.
It is time that policy makers prioritise reform for a system
where unhappy couples are forced to spend a lifetime as husband and wife, not out of choice, but due to circumstances.

•
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PIC OF THE DAY

California, US; Jeremie Saylors, 11, adjusts his face mask as he searches through the charred remains of his home in Paradise.
Photograph: Josh Edelson

THEORY OF INTEREST

IN SIGHT
IN about four days, a mission that was
started on 5 May 2018 will reach its critical phase. On 26 November 2018, NASA’s newest Mars probe is set to enter
the Martian atmosphere, and begin its
‘seven minutes of terror’, as it enters the
atmospheric entry, descent and landing phase of the mission. For it to successfully land on Mars, it needs to hit
the atmosphere at the exact right angle.
During these seven minutes, the InSight probe will be travelling at almost
21 000km/h as it enters the atmosphere.
Its heat shield will increase in temperature to about 1 370 degrees Celsius, as
the friction with the atmosphere brakes
the spacecraft. After about three to five
minutes, it will slow down enough for
the parachute to deploy. Thirty seconds
after deployment, the heat shield will be
jettisoned, and the onboard radar will be
activated. This allows the craft to measure its speed and height above Mars.
Then, 40 seconds before touchdown, it
will jettison the parachute as well, and
start freefalling, spinning away from the
parachute and heat shield. Finally, just before it hits the ground, it will fire its rocket thrusters in preparation for contact and
slow its speed. In those seven minutes, it
would have reduced its speed from 21 000
km/h to just 8km/h as it lands on the planet, and thus successfully increasing the
active robot population on Mars to two.
Landing on Mars is hard, as only 40%
of all missions sent to the Red Planet
have been successful. All of these have
been by NASA, and their recent missions
have been quite successful. After the first
Sojourner rover lasted just under three
months on Mars’ surface, the next few
far exceeded their operational lifetimes.
In particular, the Spirit rover was planned
to be operational for only 90 Martian solar days but lasted 2 269 days until contact was lost on 22 March 2010, while
the Opportunity rover mission was also
planned for 90 Martian solar days, and
lasted 5 613 days before entering hibernation after a dust storm on 10 June 2018.
As such, the Curiosity rover was designed
for an operational lifetime of 668 Martian solar days and is currently on day
2 237 of its mission – currently the only
robot active on Mars. InSight, however, is something different, as its mission
is not to explore the surface of Mars, but
rather the interior of Mars. Its name is a

DESMOND P VAN HEERDEN

backronym for Interior Exploration using
Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat
Transport (INSIGHT) which describes
the instruments this Mars lander carries.
InSight will take measurements of the inside of Mars, via seismology, heat flow
and radio science. Why? Well, to tell us
more about how planets were formed.
While we’ve had ample opportunity to
study our own planet, we’ve had no readings of the interior of other planets to
compare it to. Mars and Earth seem like
they were close to identical at one point
in the past – about 3 to 4 billion years
ago. Both were warm, humid, and covered in thick atmospheres. But in the time
since then, these two took different paths.
Thus, this mission is trying to examine
why Mars essentially stopped changing,
while the Earth never stopped. The Earth
developed tectonic plates that converge
across the surface of the planet and allow
new crust to emerge from the inside of the
planet. This new crust brings along more
than rock – it releases some gases which
are vital to life, such as water, carbon dioxide and methane. Mars, however, does
not seem to have tectonic plates, and InSight seeks to try and measure marsquakes
for the first time to try and study its interior. Each marsquake will set off seismic
waves that can be studied to illuminate
the structure of Mars for the first time.
Rocky planets also trap heat in their interior, either at formation, or via radioactive
decay of elements over time. This heat
could have been responsible for Mars’ ear-

ly conditions, and its evolution into the Red
Planet we know now. For this reason, InSight also contains a heat probe that will be
drilled five metres into the planet, to try and
discover how this heat shaped the planet.
Heat also keeps a planet’s core molten,
and as its metallic elements flow, they
generate electric currents. On Earth, this
results in a magnetic field around the planet, which not only aided us in navigating
the planet by allowing equipment such
as compasses to work, but also shields
the planet from certain types of radiation.
Mars, however, had a strong magnetic
field once, but it seems to have dissipated. InSight therefore contains a radio experiment to detect the wobble of Mars’
axis, and via that, to learn more about the
planet’s core, which in turn provide clues
as to why its magnetic field disappeared.
So with the dreaded ‘seven minutes of terror’ in sight, hopes are high that this mission
will succeed. InSight could provide much
insight not only into the early formation of
our own planet, but also into what features
to look for in extrasolar planets that makes
them much more compatible to supporting
life. The insights gained from this mission
could dwarf those from prior missions, and
we might finally have the first clues to point
us towards extra-terrestrial life in sight.
Desmond P van Heerden, HonsBComm
(Stell) is the Chief Analytics Officer of Trustco Group Holdings Ltd. Previous articles
available online at http://toi.hopto.org/.
He can be contacted at DesmondV@tgh.na
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Rhodes Baked Beans in Tomato
Sauce 310g + Bull Brand 300g

0g 10's

Soup 5

25.00

N$

Twinsaver Single Ply 8's

BEAUTY is in the eye of the beholder, but Namibian beauty is in the eyes of a much bigger world.
Uniquely to constitutions in the world, in Namibia the natural resources and custodianship of nature is an additional constitutional obligation of every citizen, a principle of
State Policy, as well as the duty of the Office of the Ombudsman.
It is therefore a monstrosity to see an Oryx - the pride of the animal kingdom which for
thousands of years has prospered in the most hostile of environments on the planet - relegated to browse on a half-eaten plastic-wrapped hamburger on a dumpsite in one of the
most internationally recognised tourism destinations in the world.
It is not an exaggeration to say that Namibia is better known for its natural beauty than
its political stability or economic potential. Millions of people have over time crossed the
oceans, braved the skies and took to the roads of never ending horizons to visit a creation
that is most generous in abundance and variety.
To secure the future of the natural beauty of Namibia and balance it with the demands
of sustainable development of natural resources for the benefit of all, Namibians must
acknowledge the ancient and deep historic and emotional relationship that exist between
communities and the beauty that surrounds them.
Recorded history shows an extremely deep relationship between human needs and the
natural resources from the land. In some of the oldest documents of Namibia’s history,
chiefs often complained to traders and representatives of foreign occupiers about indiscriminate hunting of game by travellers and adventurers, threatening the subsistence of
communities.
The chiefs of 120 years ago, in a time of abundance, allocated grazing areas, hunting
quotas and the use of water points with the aim always being sustainable use. In some remote communities it is still not allowed to cut certain trees or kill certain animals without
the permission of the chiefs or an inspection of headmen and advisors.
Nature and national resources faces an onslaught from all fronts. While Namibian communities are suffocating under growing pollution and mismanagement, another front is
opened by those that wage a total onslaught through illegal sand mining and timber harvesting in areas that cannot bear and should not carry the burden of greed.
It is much more than a national insult and failure of duty when parks of NWR become
rubbish dumps, because of a lack of pride and an arrogance of its management. It is a
national embarrassment.
The biggest embarrassment is the mountains of dirt and rubbish in towns and villages
where people gave up, because they lost the war of basic needs against councils and municipalities. There are a handful of exceptions, but not enough to inspire the vast majority
that is a shameful billboard of the lowest of standards of service providers possible.
This is not a leadership issue, but the old story of those civil servant that turn into public
vultures feeding on the remains of those who trusted and appointed them.
Civil servants should be disarmed from the political daggers they wield against those
leaders who break their backs for a better Namibia and don’t deserve a knife in their back.
The biggest insult is to shift the blame to the poor who lives in squatter camps. Were
officials a little bit more humble, they would have seen that the living areas in the worst
of squatter communities are swept with brooms made of branches and grass and sprinkled
with water carried from far away to help settle the dust. The problem is council staff who
does not bother to pick up the rubbish of the poor, because it is beneath their misplaced
dignity and false pride.
Poor Namibians who have nothing else, still have their pride and are hardly ever dirty.
The weekly groceries of a poor Namibian hardly fits into one shopping bag and cannot
compare to those dozens of bags and bottled water that are carried to luxury cars on their
way to a NWR park somewhere, only to be dumped for the poor to scavenge on.
On a much larger scale of destruction is the uncontrolled and illegal sand mining in the
Ohangwena, Omusati, Oshikoto and Oshana regions that is only now being brought under
control by Minister Pohamba Shifeta, since he has the guts to ignore the politics and put
his foot down on this practice that will deprive people of their land and livelihood for
decades to come.
The cutting down of the forests in the Zambezi Region, often referred to as the last
paradise on earth, is an equally dangerous development that must be stopped in its tracks,
because the quota on the harvesting of these giant trees is born in sin and has no scientific
basis, but is based on a foundation of greed.
The small strip of paradise known as the Zambezi Region where the Chobe, Quando and
Zambezi rivers flow, sustains an eco-diversity and unique ecosystem that is still being explored today. Not all is known about this paradise, even today, but it is already harvested
and plundered by all kinds of criminal enterprises while this once pristine area must still
contribute to mankind’s knowledge of the complexity of the planet’s existence.
Namibia’s beauty is more than a constitutional duty.
Namibia is the great and vast landscape that the world marvels at. It should never become a dumpsite that its citizens revolt against cleaning up, because revulsion is greater
than attraction.
When the last of the canopies of the giants of Zambezi fall and the scream of the Fish Eagle stops, it will be too late for Namibia to cry.
And Namibia’s future generations will cry alone, because the current generation did not
shout their protest loud and often enough.
In spite of all its beauty, nature has no voice, and like its lovers is always appreciated by
silent admiration and peace of mind.
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MARKET RECAP

DOWN

UP

NSX STOCKS

CODE

NICTUS HOLDINGS - NAM
ORYX PROPERTIES LTD
TRUSTCO GROUP
HOLDINGS LTD
NAMIBIA ASSET
MANAGEMENT LTD
NIMBUS INFRASTRUCTURE
LIMITED
STIMULUS INVESTMENT
LIMITED
NAMIBIA BREWERIES
FIRSTRAND NAMIBIA
LIMITED
BIDVEST NAMIBIA LTD
LETSHEGO HOLDINGS - NAM
CAPRICORN INVESTMENT
GROUP
AGRA LTD

COMMODITIES
BRENT CRUDE OIL
GOLD
PLATINUM

NHL
ORY
TUC/TTO

%

VOLUME

VALUE

MARKET CAP

1.80
20.20
7.40

-

388

2 800
-

95
1 576
7 230

NAM

0.64

-

-

-

136

NUSP

11.00

-

-

-

116

SILP

121.29

-

-

-

564

NBS
FNB

47.99 (0.02%)
43.61 (0.05%)

2
121

101
5 075

9 934
11 687

BVN
LHN
CGP

7.69
3.93
16.04

(0.13%)
(0.25%)
(0.19%)

0
10
75

2
39
1 199

1 630
2 000
8 293

1.20 (19.46%)

261

314

122

AGR

PRICE
62.47
1 219.00
844.30

FOREIGN EXCHANGE PRICE
N$ PER US$
N$ PER £
N$ PER €

PRICE

WEEKLY market review

14 November to 20 November 2018

14.03
17.94
16.05

%
(4.49%)
1.65%
0.07%

%
(2.96%)
(4.32%)
(1.67%)

The local market was active this
week, with the NSX Local index flat
at 636, and the NSX Overall Index
down 0.79% to close at 1285.
As at 20 November, FirstRand
Namibia was the largest local company on the exchange, with market
capitalization of N$11.7 billion, followed by Namibia Breweries with
N$9.9 billion, Capricorn Investment Group with N$8.3 billion, and
Trustco Group with N$7.2 billion.
In terms of volume FirstRand Namibia lead the market with N$5.1
million worth of shares traded,
with Trustco Group in second place
with N$2.8 million worth of shares
traded.
The local currency gained 2.96%
against the US Dollar, to close
at N$14.03 per USD, and gained
4.32% against the British Pound,

GLOBAL INDICES

PRICE

%

NSX LOCAL
NSX ALL SHARE
JSE TOP 40
S&P 500
UK FTSE 100
EURO STOXX 50
HANG SENG

636
1 285
44 681
2 642
6 948
3 116
25 840

(0.79%)
(2.17%)
(2.95%)
(1.50%)
(3.37%)
0.18%

to close at N$17.94 per GBP. It
closed at N$16.04 against the Euro,
a gain of 1.67%.
The Namibia Statistics Agency
released the inflation figures for
the month of October 2018, and
revealed that annual inflation is
now only 5.1% compared to 5.2%
the same time last year, having
increased from the 4.8% recorded
for September 2018.
The slowdown since last year
is attributed to declining prices
in housing, water and electricity (8.6% to 3.8%), hotels, cafes
and restaurants (6.9% to 3.5%),
furnishing, household equipment
and maintenance (2.0% to 0.9%),
alcoholic beverages and tobacco
(5.7% to 4.9%), health costs (5.8%
to 4.8%) and food and non – alcoholic beverages (3.7% to 3.0%).

More Funds allocated towards road maintenance

RFA RAKES IN
N$2.3 BILLION
THE Road Funds Authority (RFA) of Namibia has
made a total of N$2.37
billion in revenue generated through the
Road User Charges
(RUC), this, compared
to N$2.21 billion in the
previous financial year
(FY2016/2017).
Zorena Jantze
This was stated by RFA CEO, Ali Ipinge, who was speaking at the launch
of the RFA’s 18th Annual Business
Plan Consultation for the period 1
April 2019 to 31 March 2024.
In monetary terms, this resulted in a
steady year-on-year growth of 7% or
net dollar increase of N$154 million.
On the downside, however, the
RFA fell short of reaching the budget
target by 1%, largely due to the sluggish economic environment which
impacted all the Road User Charges.
Ipinge further stated that the RFA
invested over N$2.2 billion in the
preservation and development of the
road network, of which 76% (about
N$1.7 billion) was allocated to the
Roads Authority for the preservation
and maintenance of the national road
network as well as their administrative expenditures, which includes the
management of government funded
roads capital projects, NaTIS operations, as well as road management
systems.

ROAD FUNDS: RFA CEO, Ali Ipinge. 		

Furthermore, a total 24% was
allocated to other approved authorities (local authorities and regional
councils); traffic law enforcement
and road safety programmes, and the
RFA administrative expenditures.
Ipinge stated that from an investment point of view, the RFA was
able to allocate more funding to the
approved authorities for road maintenance.
“We have seen better outcomes as
far as the improvements in the conditions of our gravel roads, increase
in the conditions of our bituminous
roads through a dedicated reseal programme on key national roads as well
as better management of roads and
streets under the local authorities,”
Ipinge stated.
The CEO, however, stated the
closing of funding gaps and other
revenue solutions will be required

in both medium and long-term in
order to meet the targets set out in
the Government’s NDP 5, Harambee
Prosperity Plan and Vision 2030.
He added that these shall include,
but not limited to, rebasing the RUC
tariffs (current baseline is already
18 years old); possible introduction
of tolling, and introduction of new
levies as the globe is moving towards
electric cars for the future which
will displace fuel levy as a revenue
source. The RUC tariffs were adjusted by 6.5% in May 2018.
Ipinge further stated that an additional budgetary commitment of
N$150 million was allocated to the
Roads Authority to support road
maintenance programmes, more
specifically towards the unpaved
(gravel) road network to improve the
current road conditions and enhance
road safety.

Annual inflation decelerates
Business Reporter
BASED on the October 2018 price
movements, the annual inflation rate
slowed to 5.1% compared to 5.2%
recorded in October 2017 - registering
a decrease of 0.1 percentage points.
On a monthly basis, the inflation
rate stood at 0.4% compared to 0.8%
registered a month earlier. The annual
inflation rate for the transport group
for October 2018 stood at 13.6%, compared to 4.4% registered in October
2017, resulting in a significant increase
of 9.2 percentage points.
The increase resulted from increases
witnessed in the price levels of the
sub components of public transport

services, which increased from 0.0%
to 18.0% and operation of personal
transport equipment, which increased
from 4.7 %to 15.5 %.
The highest contributors to the October 2018 annual inflation rate were
Transport (35.3%), Housing, water,
electricity and other fuel (21.3%).
Alcoholic beverages and tobacco
(13.2%) and Food and nonalcoholic
beverages (10.5%). The rest of the
groups contributed 19.7% all together.
The slowdown in the annual inflation rate resulted from decelerations
registered in the general price levels
of housing, water, electricity, gas and
other fuels (from 8.6 %to 3.8%); hotel,
cafes and restaurants (from 6.9% to
3.5%); furnishing, household equipment and routine maintenance of the

Photo: Contributed

house (from 2.0% to 0.9%); alcoholic
beverages and tobacco (from 5.7% to
4.9%); health (from 5.8 % to 4.8 %)
and food and non-alcoholic beverages
(from 3.7 % to 3.0 %).
During the month of October 2018,
the food and non-alcoholic beverages
annual inflation rate stood at 3.0%
compared to 3.7% registered during
the same period last year, resulting in a
slowdown of 0.7 percentage points.
The slowdown resulted from decreases recorded in the sub-groups of
fish (from 15.2% to -6.5 %); coffee,
tea and cocoa (from 7.1% to 1.0 5%);
meat (from 9.2% to 3.4%); sugar, jam,
honey, syrups, chocolate, confectionery (from 6.4 % to 2.8%); and milk,
cheese and eggs (from 3.2 % to -0.2
%).
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School Stationery
Business Stationery
Art Accessories and Paper
Best Prices on Copy Paper
Don’t wait, Come Today!!!

Open to public:
Weekdays:
08:00 – 17:00
Tel: 061-262 177
Fax: 061-217 775
13 Tommie Muller Street,
Northern Industrial Area, Windhoek
telesales@windhoekstationers.com
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Check out the upgraded Aweh O-Yeah
Get mo’ data and mo’ time to surf with the new &
improved Aweh O-Yeah! Simply buy Aweh O-Yeah
via the MTC app or dial *682# and choose the
option that’s as flexible as you.
Mo’ Data

Mo’ Social Media

2500 MB & 3000 MB

2500 MB & 3000 MB

Sum of selected Aweh O-Yeah options should not be less than N$25.

PLUS: Get Free Midnight-to-Morning Data*!
When you buy 2 or more voice, data, SMS and social media options,
you get Free Data to use between midnight and 6am.
If you purchase this amount...

You qualify for this…

N$45.00 – N$59.99

5 Gigs

N$60.00 – N$89.99

7 Gigs

N$90.00 +

10 Gigs

*Minimum spend of N$45 | Ts & Cs apply.

20 Cobalt Street, Unit 2
Prosperita Windhoek Namibia
P.O. Box 9047 Eros Windhoek Namibia
+264
6188253
+ 264 61 253 352
+264
656352
1038
+264 88 656 1038
info@uninamlabels.com

cc

www.uninamlabels.com

• We serve ALL sectors in the Namibian market, from industrial
manufacturers and retailers to the smallest one-man-business.
• Fully customised labels, in terms of size, shape, quantity, colours
as well as material.
• Uni-Nam Labels is a local manufacturer with world class quality,
the preferred label supplier for all Namibian companies.

www.informante.web.na
061-275 4716/4715/4714/4713

Advertising on
our website page
gives you access to
one of the largest
Namibian website
groups.
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N$
Selected Stores Only

99

Rama Margarine 500g Brick

99

85

N$

26

10

79

17

99

Bakers Romany Creams or
Choc-Kits Assorted 200g
Each

Imbo Popcorn 500g

59

N$

99

Fruitree Fruit Nectar
Assorted 5 Litre Each

99

16

99

Wellington’s Tomato Sauce
New Recipe 700ml

25

N$

99

Ariel Hand Washing Powder
1kg

21

N$

99

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 500g

99

38

N$

99

Bokomo Weet-Bix 900g

9

N$

38

N$

Just Pasta Elbow
Macaroni or Macaroni
2kg Each

Bokomo Super Maize Meal
2.5kg

49 N$

N$

Tastic Long Grain Parboiled
Rice Assorted 2kg Each

N$

N$

PnP Gouda or Cheddar
Per kg

Nam Chicken Fresh Whole
Bird (No Giblets) Per kg

N$

26

99

99

Wi

159

N$

99

Huggies Dry Comfort Disposable
Diapers Jumbo Pack Assorted Per
Pack

Citro Clear Dishwashing
Liquid 400ml

www.facebook.com/pnpnamibia

Wise ways to

Prices Valid 22 November - 2 December 2018
While stocks last. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
No traders please. E&OE. www.facebook.com/pnpnamibia

*items on promotion, cigarettes & alcohol excluded.

save water.

When preparing food:
• Don’t rinse your produce under running water. Rather use a
half-filled bowl.
• When rinsing produce, reuse the water for your houseplants.
For more water-saving tips, visit www.picknpay.co.za/watertips

Please Recycle

www.picknpay.co.za

Please Recycle

COPPERFIELD STUDIOS_NBNBHS865
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OUT OF NATURE COUNTRY LODGE
CONFERENCE FUNCTION
AND WEDDING VENUE
All inclusive service:
Food Decor &
Wedding Planning
OUT OF NATURE
not out of town
30km South of Windhoek

2019
DATES AVAILABLE
BOOK NOW

Contact us for further details
and more information
E-mail:
reservations@outofnature.com.na
Telephone number:
061 248 266 / 081 129 4055

www.informante.web.na
061-275 4716/4715/4714/4713

OUT OF NATURE COUNTRY LODGE

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
SSC-DF BURSARIES AND STUDY LOANS 2019
The Social Security Commission’s Development Fund (SSC-DF) provides bursaries and study loans to academically deserving Namibians from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds who are unemployed, to study
fulltime in the SADC region.
Eligibility:
Bursary Applicants:
a) We consider students without prior qualifications who want to attain their first Diploma or a first
Degree on a fulltime basis at any recognized and reputable institution of higher education.
b) Namibians from all regions and all ethnic groups with a Grade 12 or equivalent qualification.
c) Aggregate of 70% in August 2018 exams or at least 27 points in Grade 12 final exams in five (5)
subjects including English). With an exception for Bachelor of Medicine & Surgery and Bachelor
of Dentistry. (see application guidelines brochure).
d) Tertiary students must have an aggregate of at least 65% in their most
examinations.
Students from marginalized groups are only expected to
requirements of the respective institutions of higher learning.
e) Parents’ combined income should be below N$150,000.00 per annum.

recent semester
meet admission

Fields of study:
Social Work • Agriculture • Engineering • Artisan related fields (N1 to N6) including manufacturing and
qualifications leading to vocational instructors’ course • Medical related fields (applicants for Occupational therapy,
Dentistry, Physiotherapy, Radiography students are highly encouraged)
Study Loan Applicants:
a)
We consider students with undergraduate qualifications who want to pursue postgraduate
qualifications on a full time basis at any recognized and reputable institution of higher education.
Parents’ combined income should be below N$250,000.00 per annum.
b)

Tertiary students must have an aggregate of at least 65% in their most recent qualification
except the marginalized groups who are expected to meet admission requirements of the
respective institutions of higher education. (applicable to undergraduate qualifications).

c)

School going applicants must have an aggregate of 70% in August 2018 exams or at least
30 points in Grade 12 final exams in five (5) subjects including English.
Post-graduate applicants must have an aggregate of 60% in their most recent postgraduate
qualification.
The loan ceiling is N$250,000 for the duration of the approved course.

d)
e)

Post Graduate Level fields of study: Honours, Master’s & Doctoral studies: Social Work • Agriculture
• Engineering • Vocational fields including manufacturing and studies leading to qualifications as Vocational
Instructors. (above N6) • Medical related fields preferably Occupational therapy, Dentistry, Physiotherapy,
Radiography, Pharmacy.

Undergraduate and Post Graduate level:
Actuarial Studies/Sciences • Education (degree upwards) • Monitoring and Evaluation • Fisheries and Marine
Resources • Tourism and Hospitality • Food and Beverages, Food Preparation and Culinary Arts.
Documents to accompany Bursary and Study Loans application forms:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

A fully and legibly completed Form 10 (Bursary Application Form) or Form 9 (Study Loans
Application Form).
Proof of application/admission. (if applicable).
A motivation letter from a community leader (or church or social worker) in support of the
applicant’s economic and/or social background.
A police declaration made by the person who will take the responsibility to repay the loan
should the applicant be unable to.
Certified copy of Namibia Identity Document and full birth certificate of applicant.
Students living with a disability must provide certified proof of such status.
Police declaration by parents who are unemployed or pensioners.
Certified proof of parent(s) income if (self) employed.
Students should submit required documents of biological parents (not of grandparents or
other relatives) unless applicants are legally adopted.

Download or request our brochure for more information before you submit your application.
APPLY online at www.ssc.org.na or collect/download new Forms of 2019 and apply manually.
WHO TO CONTACT:

Ms. Lorraine Nganate Head: Training and Study Support: Development Fund, Private Bag 13223, Windhoek,
NAMIBIA, Tel: (+264 61) 280 7263, Fax: (+264 61) 250 057, Cnr. A. Kloppers & J. Haupt Street, Khomasdal,
E-mail: Lorraine.Nganate@ssc.org.na or Mr. Duscan Kasika Head: Monitoring and Evaluation: Development
Fund, Tel: (+264 61) 280 7095 Fax: (+264 61) 250 057 E-mail: dus.kasika@ssc.org.na
Closing date: 16h30 on Friday, 09 November 2018.
Submit Sealed envelopes clearly marked “SSC-DF Bursaries and Study Loans” at: Manager: Development Fund
| Private Bag 13223, Windhoek, NAMIBIA | Cnr. Andrew Kloppers & J. Haupt Street, Khomasdal OR Application
forms can be obtained and submitted at any SSC offices countrywide. Preferences will be given to students
studying medicine at the University of Namibia.
No Emailed applications will be considered.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Public Meetings
The Windhoek City Council invites all residents to a series of informative and consultative
meetings, to explain its programmes and operations and to seek input from the
residents to the City’s projects in order to strategize on further course of action action

BLACK FRIDAY

Special

Public Meetings Launch & Exhibitions, 10/11/18, @ 10h00, Nathanael Maxwilili Hall
14h00– 17h00

Moses Garoeb Constituency
Sunday, 11/11/2018
Constituency Office
14h00 – 17h00

Katutura East Constituency
Sunday, 18/11/2018
Katutura East Constituency Office Hall
14h00– 17h00

Tobias Hainyeko Constituency
Sunday, 11/11/2018
Nathanael Maxwilili Centre
14h00 – 17h00

John Pandeni Constituency
Sunday, 18/11/2018
John Pandeni Constituency Office
14h00 – 17h00

Samora Marchel Constituency
Sunday, 11/11/2018
Open Space: Green Mountain Road
14h00 – 17h00

Khomasdal Constituency
Sunday, 18/11/2018
Open Space, c/o Frankfurt & Istanbul St.
14h00 – 17h00

Moses Garoeb Constituency
Saturday, 17/11/2018
Epandulo Open Space – One Nation
14h00 – 17h00

Windhoek East Constituency
Wednesday, 21/11/2018
Eros Girls High School
18h00 – 21h00

Samora Marchel Constituency
Saturday, 17/11/2018
Havana Playfield off Monte Cristo &
Uutapi St.
14:00 – 17:00

Windhoek West Constituency
Saturday, 24/11/2018
Rocky Crest Multi-Purpose Centre
14h00 – 17h00

Tobias Hainyeko Constituency
Saturday, 17/11/2018
Open Space c/o Ongete & Ongava St.
14h00 – 17h00
Katutura Central Constituency
Sunday, 18/11/2018
Katutura Community Hall

Windhoek Rural Constituency
(Mix Settlement)
Saturday, 24/11/2018
Open Space: Mix Settlement
14h00 – 17h00
Khomasdal Constituency
Saturday, 24/11/2018
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Khomasdal Community Hall
14h00 – 17h00
Moses Garoeb Constituency
Saturday, 24/11/2018
Tobias Hainyeko Hall
14h00 – 17h00

burgers & chips

FOR TWO
only r100

Windhoek Rural Constituency
(Brakwater)
Sunday, 25/11/2018
Umti Lodge
14h00 – 17h00
Samora Marchel Constituency
Sunday, 25/11/2018
Martti Artisaari Primary School
14h00 – 17h00
Tobias Hainyeko Constituency
Sunday, 25/11/2018
Women Centre
14:00 – 17:00
Businesses in the City of Windhoek
Sunday, 25/11/2018
Oshetu Market
14:00 – 17:00
Windhoek Rural Constituency
(Groot Aub)
Sunday, 25/11/2018
Groot Aub Constituency Office
14:00 – 17:00

Issued by: Office of the Chief Executive Officer
Corporate Communications, Marketing and Public Participation
Tel: +264 61 290 2365 / 2044 • Fax: +264 61 290 2344

Add a 300ml
CocaCola Zero
for only
R15

E-mail: communication@windhoekcc.org.na

All rights reserved • Whilst stocks last • Vat. Incl.
• May contain allergens • Sit down or takeaway

www.dulce.co.za

#coffeepassion

from 16th November – 26th November 2018.

EVERYTHING

MATTERS
It is the small things that make up the moments of
our lives, cleanliness being one of them. Our 11 years
of doing laundry have been worth all the stains and
stubborn specks. Cleanliness is our addition to your
character, thank you to all our valued customers for
allowing us that honour. Here’s to another 11 years of
washed, ironed, and neatly folded laundry!

We are situated at 43 Banhoff Str, opposite the TransNamib Head Office in the
corridor next to Fashion Bar in Windhoek.
We welcome those that don’t have time to do laundry from
08:00 to 17:30 on Monday to Friday and 08:00 to 13:30 on Saturdays.
Call (061) 302 029 or 081 852 1035 for more info.
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS
FUNDING FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EMPLOYMENT
CREATIONS PROJECTS AND PROVISION OF TRAINING
The Social Security Commission’s-Development Fund (SSC-DF) provides employment and training
schemes for the benefit of socio-economically disadvantaged persons who are unemployed.
A. EMPLOYMENT SCHEME
The SSC-DF provides financial assistance in the form of grants, soft loans or a combination of both
to deserving, innovative, community based and driven projects or schemes which have potential to
create employment for the socio-economically disadvantaged Namibians who are unemployed. These
projects must strictly adhere to the principles of sustainable development in that they must be socially,
environmentally and economically viable. In addition, they must be aligned to National, Regional and Local
Development Plans.
Development Agencies are encouraged to submit proposals for the implementation of one or
a combination of the areas below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Community infrastructure programs
Small rural and urban infrastructure programs
Community development programs
Community-based social services
Labour mobility and retraining programs
Job exposure and employment placement programs
Technical innovation programs for sustainability

B. TRAINING SCHEME
Registered and accredited Training Providers are encouraged to submit proposals for funding for
the implementation of training programmes for the benefit of persons from the socio-economically
disadvantaged backgrounds. While it is expected of the training providers to actively promote the trainees
to potential employers, all trainees must also be equipped with job seeking skills. Training should also
provide trainees with competencies and skills that enable them to become self-employed/entrepreneurs.
The list is not exhaustive but rather an indicative of some of the areas in which training can be provided:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Small/medium scale manufacturing
Garment manufacturing and fashion design
Brick making, small scale construction & maintenance
Practical food preparation, food service and housekeeping
Wood work, carpentry and welding
Electronics and Automotive repairs
Acquisition of technical skills for value addition to agricultural produce (i.e. Animal husbandry,
Horticulture, Poultry), minerals and other natural resources
h) Travel & Tourism, Hospitality, Fisheries & Marine resources
How to apply
For a copy of the application guidelines and forms, please contact the Head: Employment Scheme, Mr.
Ben Iiyambo at Benjamin.Iiyambo@ssc.org.na or Head: Training & Study Support, Ms. Lorraine Nganate at
Lorraine.Nganate@ssc.org.na or (061) 280-7263 (061) 280-7041 or Head: Monitoring and Evaluation, Mr.
Duscan Kasika at Dus.Kasika@ssc.org.na or (061) 280-7095
Or
Social Security Commission Offices countrywide and can also be downloaded from www.ssc.org.na.
Applicants to either scheme are required to adhere to application guidelines accessible at all SSC offices
countrywide. The closing date for the submission of proposals is 16h30 on Friday, 30 November 2018.
Late submissions will NOT BE CONSIDERED. Applications can be collected and submitted at any Social Security Commission Office countrywide in a sealed envelope clearly marked “SSC-DF Employment
Scheme” or “SSC-DF Training Scheme”. Applications received by emails/fax will not be considered.
Addressed to:
Manager: Development Fund
Private Bag 13223, Windhoek, NAMIBIA
Cnr. A. Kloppers & J. Haupt Street, Khomasdal

ENTERTAINMENT

22 November - 28 November 2018
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Exploring social issues through mixed media

UNAM GRADUATES
SHOWCASE ART

NEVILLE BASSON

Poor devil

CERAMICS: Wil-Merie Greyling sculpted body works.

ENGAGING in various topics such as identity, cultural norms and social- economic and environmental issues that are evident in Namibian
society, graduates from the University of Namibia (UNAM) showcased
their final-year artwork at the National Art Gallery of Namibia (NAGN).
Zorena Jantze

T

he exhibition, which had its grand opening
on 16 November, will run until 19 January.
In the exhibition, students explored innovative and contemporary art forms and expressions.
This year, the University of Namibia Visual
Arts graduates’ exhibition will showcase
both at the NAGN and the Franco Namibian
Cultural Centre (FNCC). The exhibition consists of 21 graduates for both the degree and
diploma programmes exhibiting their work at
the two venues.
The graduates are majoring in various fields
such as Art for Advertising, Ceramic Studies,
Creative Expression, Fashion Studies, Textiles
Studies and Visual Culture.
In the exhibition, artists such as Onesmus
Joseph explore social issues such as poverty
through mixed media paintings. Joseph, a
socio-political visual artist and teacher by
profession, explained that by exploring his
environment and the country at large, he has
noticed many Namibians are severely impacted by inequality.
“As a visual artist I believe that every person
deserves to live a happy life, but due to the
process of inequality which keeps skyrocket-

67

ing amongst our nation, many people have lost
peace,” he said.
Josepth further stated that while many
African philosophers emphasised the importance of humanity, many have lost the spirit of
Ubuntu.
Furthermore, graduates such as Muningandu
Hoveka showcased pride in culture by exhibiting mixed media canvases of the Ovaherero
people and traditional pottery.
Hoveka explained that mainstream culture
may hinder one’s ability to successfully direct

TRADITION: Muningandu Hoveka prints.

90

FEMINIST: Renate Shikongo larger-scale glass
paper photographs.

and maintain the customs of heritage. Through
using Ovaherero proverbs and contemporary
collage art, Hoveka highlights the transition
from the old to the new.
Renate Shikongo used a different medium,
showcasing her photography skills on largescale glass paper canvases. Focusing her lens
on women posing in vibrant colours, Shikongo
stated that, “traditionally, women in Africa
have been considered inferior to men,”
She added that she uses creative expression as a platform to empower women in the
country.
Wil-Merie Greyling, for her exhibition
sculpted body parts and small animals while
incorporating natural elements such as grass to
her pieces.
Greyling explained that her body of work is
deeply personal and is derived from fragmented childhood interactions with her father.
This year the NAGN and FNCC have
worked closely together with the students and
lecturers in an effort to create a vibrant and
diverse exhibition that inhabits the foyer, main
and upper galleries at the NAGN, as well as
the exhibition space at the Franco Namibian
Cultural Centre.
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T&Cs apply. No substitutes on product offered. While stocks last. © Famous Brands Management Company (Pty) Ltd 2018.

You know people, I think the hardest thing
in life is to look yourself in the mirror every
morning and face the day with all its challenges.
It is not easy sowaar, to deal with every moerse
rock that life throws at you. You get knocked
down, mara you have no choice but to get up
and fight the good fight on, sowaar, no choice.
Now, what kinda irks me is when people don’t
wanna own up to their mistakes and blame
outside factors for their transgressions. I was
busy filling up my car...okay sorry, not filling
up, because that’s mos impossible these days...
let me rephrase, I was putting fuel in my car
when I was approached by someone who started
a conversation with me.
I get very apprehensive when people out of
nowhere starts chatting up my “achievements”
and trying to make me believe that, “Ou Nebel,
you are actually way better than Trevor Noah”.
Esses man, ek het nie tyd vir sulke stront nie. I
immediately know you trying to blow smoke up
my ass because you want something from me!
“Awe Nebel, kan ek net iets vra asseblief...Man,
my broer...I am stuck here without any fuel. I
lost my wallet, there was money in my wallet
but then I think I uh, uhmm kyk nê...You see…
okay, to be honest Nebel, ek is heel in my moer
in. Die vrou is die moer in vir my, I lost all
my money gambling and drinking last night. I
have not gone home yet, kan jy my nie help nie
asseblief, I just want to put fuel in my car, buy
a bread and milk laat dit nie so k*k lyk as ek by
die huis kom nie.”
I asked him, “My brother, you are a married
man with children, how can you be so
irresponsible!?” Etse guys, you won’t believe
what this poepol tells me. “Nee kyk Nebel, it’s
not my fault.”
“What do you mean it’s not your fault?”
Nee kyk tog Nebel, jy verstaan tog nie boeta...
Its not me, sowaar. It’s the devil, he made me do
it, die sleg bliksem!”
I said, “Huh…excuse me who?”
“Amase kao ome’ Nebel, it’s the devil he makes
me do these things every weekend. Ek vloek
die bliksem elke naweek to leave me alone
maar sowaar, if I see, he again makes me do
these things that badly influence my wife and
children.”
People, ek was die moer in right there...I was
swearing at this guy like only a respectable
Katutura Grootwinkels product like myself
would deal with scum like him. No man like
that deserves to get a cent out of you, sy hele
moer! En ja mind you, he is not the only one
blaming ou Lucifer vir k*k wat hulle self
aanjaag nie!
For example;
I don’t know how I ended up sleeping with my
wife’s sister, it was the devil.
I lost my job last week, it’s the first time I stole
money from work...It was the devil.
I got caught drunk driving last night, it was the
devil.
I lost my whole salary at the casino, it was the
devil.
I feel like killing my wife, die duiwel is besig
met my.
Mense asseblief, the devil is what he is…
beneath you if you do believe in good and evil
like myself. Daai dom poepol who calls himself
Lucifer is probably so traumatised in hell that
everybody blames him for k*k every day that he
has nothing to do with. Stop tog julle nonsense
this weekend, Lucifer has no dominion over
you, God is kicking his ass every day. Don’t let
your k*k decisions make you believe its him
making you do it, leave the devil out of your
k*k decisions.
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THE FUN

SALE
VALID FROM 22 TO 26 NOVEMBER 2018

N$7 999
MEGA
SAVE

1800W

CD
FM

AUX

XBOOM

N$1 000

Dep N$1 600 + N$560 x 18 mths
Total payment N$11 680

USB
2

TOTAL NETT
CAPACITY

• Grab & Move (Handle / Casters)
• Blast Horn,
• X-Shiny Woofer
• DJ Pro Wheel,
Party Accelerator, DJ Loop
• Party Kick Starter
• Dual Sparkle Lighting, X-Flash Pro,
• Multi Color Lighting
• 2 mic In, Vocal Effects, Karaoke Star
• Wireless Party Link
• TV Sound Sync (Optical/Wireless)
• OK99
• 10203824

195l

Windhoek: Shop 14, Maerua lifestyle centre. (061) 303 840

WAS N$16 999

N$2 999

N$14 999

MEGA
SAVE

METALLIC

N$900

MEGA
SAVE

N$2 000

Dep N$300 + N$229 x 24 mths
Total payment N$5 796

Dep N$3 000 + N$1 202 x 18 mths
Total payment N$24 636

ECO CHEST FREEZER

• 10184102

• ‘A’ energy efficiency
• Multi-mode freeze control
• Basket included
• Aluminium interior
• CF210HC ECO MET
• DMF451
• 411819

GALAXY S9 CELLPHONE

WAS N$22 999

WAS N$23 999

N$19 999

N$22 999

MEGA
SAVE

N$3 000

MEGA
SAVE

N$1 000

Dep N$4 000 + N$1 393 x 24 mths
Total payment N$37 432

Dep N$4 600 + N$1 601 x 24 mths
Total payment N$43 024

3-PIECE CESNA
LOUNGE SUITE

8-PIECE SEABURN
CORNER PATIO SET

• Imported
• Leather uppers
• Showwood detail
• 40766 (Dark Brown)
• 40767 (White)

EXCLUSIVE

WAS N$3 899

• Imported • Rattan-look finish
• Modern design
• Table and ottomans included
• Padded cushions for comfort
• 1403 • 10085104

EXCLUSIVE

Swakopmund: Corner Schlachter and Moses Garoeb street. (064) 419 600

www.homecorp.africa

Home Corp Namibia

@homecorpnamibia

Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, insurance, deposit as per legislation and any administration fees, but exclude delivery charges and club fees. Terms subject to credit approval. Accessories are optional extras. Bring your ID and latest payslip or last 3 month’s bank statement to ensure rapid response to your credit
application. We will beat any price on presentation of a written quote from another Retailer within 10km of the Home Corp store, provided they have stock available. Products may vary from photograph. Pictures are for illustration purposes only. No dealers allowed. Limited quantities. Handset specifications subject to change
without notice. While stocks last. Errors and omissions expected.

Tel: 061 217 520
Tommie Muller Street
Northern Industrial Area
Windhoek, Namibia
www.wholesale.com

PROMOTION VALID FROM 01/11/2018 TO 30/12/2018

MORE PROFIT IN YOUR POCKET!

COMBO DEAL
1 x 1.5kg IQF Mixed Portion
1 x 5kg Top Score Maize Meal
1 x 5kg Marathon White Sugar
1 x 5kg Rice King Rice
1 x 5kg Bakpro White Bread Flour

COMBO DEAL
1 x 10kg Top Score Maize Meal Poly Bag
1 x 10kg Bakpro Vetkoek Flour
1 x 3kg Polana Macaroni
1 x 4kg IQF Mixed Portion
1 x 10kg Marathon White Sugar

COMBO DEAL
1 x 2.5kg Top Score Maize Meal
1 x 2.5kg Marathon White Sugar
1 x 2kg Rice King Rice
1 x 2.5kg Bakpro White Bread Flour
2 x 1kg Polana Macaroni
2 x 300g Eloolo Corned Meat

PRICES INCLUDE VAT. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. WHILE STOCKS LAST. E.&0.E.

Switch/5004750A

WAS N$8 999
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5 566.00 incl VAT

*

9 225.30 incl VAT

7 663.60 incl VAT

*

4647.15
647.15
incl
VAT
44647.15
incl
VAT
incl
VAT

**

13 616.00 incl VAT

*
*

*

9565.76
565.76
incl
VAT
99565.76
incl
VAT
incl
VAT

**

*

8369.70
369.70
incl
VAT
88369.70
incl
VAT
incl
VAT

**

*

464.85
incl
VAT
12
464.85
incl
VAT
1212
464.85
incl
VAT

**

*

Prices valid until stocks last l Prices & specs subjest to change without notice l E&OE l All prices includes VAT unless specified otherwise
For more info email sales@cornastone.com.na or 061-237773 l 3 year assistance with hardware replacemnet at your home / office l T&C apply
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Huawei
Y5 Prime
4G
Android 8.1 Oreo
13MP Camera

Only

N$ 1,999

In the mood for a festive special?
Visit MTC.com.na

Cubot
Magic

Huawei
Y6

4G
Android 7.0 Nougat
13MP Camera

4G
Android 8.0 Oreo
13MP Camera

Only

Only

N$ 2,149

N$ 2,499

ADVERTS
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TAKE OUT YOUR

FIRST PAYDAY LOAN TODAY
FROM AS LITTLE AS N$500 to N$5 000

0%

INTEREST
FREE!
FIRST TIME CLIENTS PAY 0% INTEREST
EPENDING ON THE LOAN TERM

RETURNING CLIENTS PAY BETWEEN

SWAMED BUILDING
Ground Floor, John Meinert Street
CBD, Windhoek

NEED HELP? (061) 227 117
B1 CITY MALL
Unit 18, Independence Avenue
Katutura, Windhoek

NEED HELP? (061) 272 667

LONG-TERM LOANS
2 to 5 MONTHS

N$3 000 - N$20 000
ONCE-OFF INTEREST ON LONG-TERM LOANS

ADDITIONAL L OAN PRODUCTS

ALSO AVAILABLE - E NQUIRE NOW
REQUIREMENTS FOR LOAN APPLICATION:
LATEST PAYSLIP
3 MONTHS BANK STATEMENTS ID/PASSPORT

TOTAL NETT
CAPACITY

FIND US

170 l
WHITE

Trans
Namib
Holdings

N$

300

Deposit N$300 Total N$5 772

Aua

epe

h St
r
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4GB

B1 C
ity M
nce
all
Ave

500GB
HDD

Katutura Hospital

Bach
S

CALL US (061) 227 117
OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE WWW.EXPRESSCREDIT.COM.NA
TODAY

N$

15.6”

2 DIVISION LISA
COUCH
10186291

nde

We
ste
rn B
ypa
ss

Bac

MART
YS

la S

AND
HERE

Ind

X 24 months

Deposit N$400 Total N$7 672

N$

0
1 00

DISPLAY

NOW N$5 799

NOW N$4 999

N$378
X 24 months

400

NOTEBOOK
10184171

Deposit N$500 Total N$9 572

N$473
X 18 months

Deposit N$1 160 Total N$9 674

PRICES VALID FROM 22 NOVEMBER - 26 NOVEMBER 2018. HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST.
Aussenkehr • Eenhana • Gobabis • Grootfontein • Henties Bay • Independence Avenue • Kalahari Sands • Katima Mulilo
• Keetmanshoop • Kuisebmund • Luderitz • Mariental • Nkurenkuru • Okahandja • Okahao • Okuryangava • Ombalantu • Omuthiya
• Ondangwa 1 • Ondangwa 2 • Okahao • Oranjemund • Oshakati • Otavi • Otjiwarongo • Opuwa • Redcross, Independence Avenue •
Rehoboth • Rosh Pinah • Ruacana • Rundu • Swakopmund • Tsumeb • Walvis Bay • Windhoek

NEW STORES OPEN: ONDANGWA 2 – Olunkono Centre, Ondangwa 2

www.furnmart.africa
Furnmart Namibia

@furnmartnamibia

KUISEBMOND – 6th street, Kuisebmond, Walvis bay
Instalment prices displayed include VAT, interest, insurance, deposit as per legislation and any administration fees , but exclude delivery charges and club fees. Terms subject to credit
approval. Accessories are optional extras. Bring your ID and latest payslip or last 3 month’s bank statement to ensure rapid response to your credit application. We will beat any price
on presentation of a written quote from another Retailer within 10km of the Furnmart store, provided they have stock available. Products may vary from photograph. Pictures are for
illustration purposes only. No dealers allowed. Limited quantities. Handset specifications subject to change without notice. While stocks last. Errors and omissions expected.

Switch/5004761A
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N$228

LAY-BYS WELCOME! FIND OUT MORE!

eon

N$303

NOW N$2 999

137cm STARGASER
SUPPORT TOP
DOUBLE BASE SET
X 24 months
10180462

•

Dr L

200

CASH

he
rS
tr

Swamed Building

N$

Y-

WE
ARE
HERE

NOW N$3 999

A

John Meinert Str

FRIDGE/FREEZER
KTF518WH
10042665

BU
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22 November - 28 November 2018

AIRITE
CANOPIES

‘all the way behind you’

Specials

on Andy Cab
canopies
for all models

Also available:
* Nudgebars * Rollbars
* Towbars * Sidesteps

Repairs and spares for all
canopies available.
Windhoek Branch
(061) – 22 8348
Ongwediva Branch
(065) – 23 8987

DIDYOU
KNOW?

Vocational education and training
opens up a world of opportunities.
Since they prepare individuals for a
vocation or a specialised occupation,
they’re directly linked with a nation’s
productivity and competitiveness.

The main outcomes of such trainings
are higher participation in the labour
market, lower unemployment, the
opportunity to acquire a qualification
for all categories that did not previously
have one, and the chance to advance

in a professional hierarchy. Through
lifelong learning, individuals can
improve their work opportunities and
qualification levels.
Higher remuneration offers new
opportunities that lead to further

APPLY
BEFORE

30 November 2018
Bricklaying & Plastering (Level 1)
or Plumbing & Pipefitting (Level 1)
Minimum requirement for acceptance into this
programme is Grade 10 with Mathematics, Science
and English. Current Grade 10 students can apply
with their latest results. Acceptance will be
confirmed upon receipt of final results.
Prospective students are welcome to visit our training
facilities on Plot 37, Brakwater Road.
We are situated next to the Missionary Benedictine
Sisters of Tutzing.

E-mail: IOLVTC@tgh.na
Tel: +264 61 270 9620 / +264 81 436 2444

economic and social outputs, such
as economic autonomy, and can also
enhance psychological well-being.
All these factors ultimately impact
individual productivity.

How to apply:
IOL encourages
prospective students
to download the
application form
from the IOL website,
request it via email
at IOLVTC@tgh.
na, or collect the
application form from
the IOL Head Office in
Windhoek.
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Silver Spoon Hospitality Academy is staring a few new courses in 2019
We think these might be courses that will interest you or somebody that you know.
Please spread the word.

Chef Advanced Diploma, Patisserie and Food
Preparation and Cookery Supervision

Course includes:
• Safety at Work
• Food Safety in Catering
• Prepare, Cook and Finish Cakes, Biscuits
and Sponge products
• Prepare, cook and Finish Pastry Products
• Prepare, Cook and Finish Dough Products
• Prepare, Cook and Finish Hot Desserts
and Puddings
• Prepare Cook and Finish Cold Desserts
• Patisserie Principles
• Supervise Staff Training
• Food Safety Supervision for Catering

• Resource Management in Food
Preparation
• Menu Planning and Costing
• Global Influences on eating and Drinking
• Supervise food production
• Food Preparation and Cookery
Supervision Principles
• In-Service Training
• Industry Service Experience
• Final Assignment- Research on Industry
and Course Related Topic (submitted
within 6 months of Final Exam)
• Graduation

50% OF
F

Register
before e
Novemb
nd of
er and g
et a 50%
discoun
t on Reg
istration
Fee.

Cost N$ 70 000

Chef Advanced Diploma, Patisserie Apprentice

Course includes:
• Safety at Work
• Food Safety in Catering
• Prepare, Cook and Finish Cakes, Biscuits
and Sponge products
• Prepare, cook and Finish Pastry Products
• Prepare, Cook and Finish Dough Products

• Prepare, Cook and Finish Hot Desserts
and Puddings
• Prepare Cook and Finish Cold Desserts
• Patisserie Principles
• Final Exams
• Graduation

Cost N$ 45 000

Certificate Food and Beverage Service Apprenticeship Programme
The Apprenticeship Programme is aimed at Individuals in
the work place looking to obtain a Formal Qualification.
Certificate: Modules Covered
• Safety at Work
• Customer Service in Hospitality and
Catering Industry
• Food and Beverage Service Skills
• Hot and Cold Beverage Service Skills

• Menu Knowledge
• Introduction to the Hospitality and
Catering Industry
• Food and Beverage Services Principles
• Graduation

Cost N$ 35 000

Here’s some great news...
As from 2019 Windhoek West Campus
will go up to Grade 6!

This will give our valued learners continuity in quality education, as well as
more convenience to our parents! In addition our affordable, all-inclusive
fees will be the same for Grade 1 - 6. Hurry and enrol your child today!

Certificate in Reception Operation Services
Course Includes:
• Safety at Work
• Customer Service in Hospitality and
Catering Industry
• Introduction to Equipment used in
Reception
• Provide Information to Guests
• Store and Handle Guest Property
• Introduction to the Hospitality and

Catering Industry
In-Service Training
Industry Service Experience
Reception Service Principles
Final Assignment- Research on Industry
and Course Related Topic (submitted
within 6 months of Final Exam)
• Graduation
•
•
•
•

Cost N$ 40 000

To register, please contact us on +264 61 240 994
or info@silverspoon.com.na

Grades

Registration Fees
(Once Off Payment)

Strictly Payable Over 11 Mths End Of
Every Month (8 Jan – 31 Oct 2019)

Grade 00

N$ 2 237.00

N$ 2 003.00

Grade 0

N$ 2 365.00

N$ 2 150.35

Grade 1 - 6

N$ 2 881.00

N$ 2 619.00

To invest in your child contact us on Tel: (061) 304 974 / 308 472
or email admin@amazingkids.edu.na / admin2@amazingkids.edu.na
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Out of Nature

Tel: 061-212-031
E-Mail Address: randallsmeatcc@gmail.com
Industrial Park, Unit 12, Newcastle Street, Windhoek

BLACK

COUNTRY LODGE

FRIDAY
SPECIALS
BEEF MINCE - 55/kg
BOEREWORS - 58/KG
LAMB STEW - 75KG
CHAKALAKA WORS - 29/KG

1 DAY ONLY
23 NOVEMBER 2018

CONTACT US NOW FOR:
• YEAR END FUNCTIONS
• TEAM BUILDINGS
• MID WEEK YEAREND LUNCH SPECIAL

Advanced Training and Consultancy
“Spreading Growth, Excellence & Advancement”

(Include venue fee and table décor)

• JANUARY TEAM BUILDING SPECIALS

Contact us for further details
and more information
E-mail: reservations@outofnature.com.na
Telephone number: 061 248 266 / 081 129 4055

50% off Special offers
and pricing deals on:

ls

S

ia
c
e
p

Business Plan N$ 1 500
BE THE FIRST TO
Business Proposal N$ 1 000
RECEIVE OUR DEALS!
Company Profile N$ 750
Financial Statement N$ 1 500
Management Accounts N$ 500
Cash flow Projections N$ 650
Tender Document Applications N$ 1 000
Research and Feasibility Studies N$ 2 000
ATAC has an extensive
experience in business
consultation industry

Please contact:
Petrus Hamutenya
@ Tel: +26481 3097 267
E-mail: info@advancedcons.com

22 November - 28 November 2018

ADVERTS
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SPORT
Plans to keep cup at home

Nenkavu
Benjamin
on the rise

WARRIORS READY
FOR BLACK STARS

Aili Iilonga

FOLLOWING their successful win against
Zimbabwe, Brave Warriors is confident that
they can win the 2018 Dr
Hage Geingob Cup when
they face the Black Stars
of Ghana on Saturday,
16h00, at the Sam Nujoma Stadium.
Sports Reporter

Brave Warriors’ coach Ricardo
Mannetti emphasised the importance and respect for the Dr Hage
Geingob Cup by announcing a
strong 22-men squad that includes
three foreign-based players in
goalkeeper Loydt Kazapua of
Maccabi FC in South Africa, Willy
Stephanus of AC Kanjaani of Finland and Benyamin Nenkavu who
this week signed for Zambian club
Buildcon FC.
“I have kept some players that
played a role in our AFCON qualifiers and it’s all about the value of
the cup and the opponent we’re facing on Saturday. It is not a normal
friendly match, it’s the President’s
Cup and we need to respect that,”
Mannetti explained.
He added that the aim is to keep
the cup at home.
“It’s not time to experiment and
we have to ensure we win this cup
again for the President, hence I
have a very strong squad and we indeed need to have a good showing
on Saturday,” stated Mannetti.
The 2018 Dr Hage Geingob Cup
takes centre stage, with festivities

READY TO WIN. Brave warriors to take on Ghana this weekend for the Hage Geingob cup.

starting at 10h00 well into the late
afternoon.
The first 5 000 supporters will
receive various souvenirs such as
caps, T-shirts and other hampers
courtesy of the event organisers and
sponsors, MTC, Namibia Breweries, Huawei, NWR and Air Namibia. Tickets bought beforehand
are N$30 each from Web-Tickets
Namibia at all Pick n Pay stores
countrywide and Football House in
Katutura.
Top local musicians will entertain
the crowd before the match, as well
as during half time and after the
match, with artists such as Gazza,

PathCare Laboratories Namibia
requires the services of the following:

Medical Technologist/Technician
Ongwediva
Requirements
➢ Qualified as a Medical Technologist in Clinical
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Pathology (Microbiology specialisation an
advantage)
At least 3 years post registration experience
Experience in maintaining QA systems
(ISO:15189)
Experience in technical procedure
development and implementation
Advanced analytical problem-solving ability
(including advanced trouble-shooting)
Must be willing to learn and take on
responsibilities as directed by management
Leadership qualities
Ability to oversee and train junior staff and
students
Computer literate with proficiency on MS
Word, Excel & Meditech advantageous
Willingness to work shifts, weekends and
public holidays
Effective communication and interpersonal
skills
Registered with the Allied Health
Profession’s Council of Namibia

Applicants should be Namibian citizens or
should have permanent residence status.
Applications should include a CV, which can
be sent to: P O Box 5355, Ausspannplatz or
delivered at 155 Nelson Mandela Ave. Windhoek.
Enquiries: Ms M. Adrian
(Tel: + 26461 – 431 3037)
Email: michaela.adrian@pathcare.org

Closing date: 14 December 2018

Exit, Female Donkey, One Blood,
Kalux, Tate Buti and The Dogg set
to take the stage.
The first match of the day will
start at 13h00 as the Young Gladiators face their seniors, the Under
23’s, before the main match kicks
off at 16h00.
The Brave Warriors squad consists
of Ratanda Mbazuvara (African
Stars), Loydt Kazapua (Macabbi
FC, RSA) Larry Horaeb (Tura
Magic), Emilio Martin (Black
Africa), Vitapi Ngaruka (Black
Africa), Dynamo Fredericks
(Black Africa), Petrus Shitembi
(unattached), Ronald Ketjijere

Photo: Aili Iilonga

(African Stars), Immanuel Heita
(Black Africa), Absalom Iimbondi
(Tigers), Willy Stephanus (AC
Kanjaani, Finland), Marcel Papama
(Unam), Muna Katupose (Tigers),
Sadney Urikhob (unattached), Elmo
Kambindu (Mighty Gunners), Abel
Paulus (Life Fighters), Donovan
Kanjaa ( Black Africa), Kennedy
Eib ( Mighty Gunners), Charles
Hambira (Tura Magic), Gregory
Aukumeb (Blue Waters), Aprocius
Petrus (Eleven Arrows), Benyamin
Nenkavu (Buildcon FC, Zambia).

TIGERS’ left footed attacking midfielder,
Benjamin Nenkavu, who this week signed
with Zambian’s Buildcon FC, said that he
is ready for a new chapter in his life after
clinching a two-year deal with the club.
The club, based in Ndola, currently has
the eighth spot on the log table in the
Zambian MTN FAZ Super League with 48
points after 32 rounds of matches – translating into 16 wins, 8 draws and 14 losses.
Previously known as AM Welding FC,
the club, known for its big spending, was
founded in 2012 and gained promotion to
the Zambian leading football league. Buildcon was first promoted to the Zambian Premier League in 2017 after winning the First
Division. The club was eventually sold to
Buildcon Investments, a Ndola building
company, after the start of the 2016/17
league season. Nenkavu, who is known to
many as ‘Kangau’, spoke to Informanté
on the latest development and expressed
excitement that the new adventure at a new
club has given him new-found hope of
making it big.
“I am excited that I will be playing in
Zambia, as it will definitely be a new
challenge in my football career,” said the
player. Nenkavu added that, “Buildcon FC
is a club that has a vision and I am happy
that I will be in the same boat as the team,
as we can achieve what the club wants us
to achieve.”
The attacking midfielder recently received a call by Brave Warriors’ coach Ricardo Mannetti to take part in the 23-men
squad after missing out on partaking in the
2019 AFCON qualifier games for Namibia.
Nenkavu has become the second Namibian player to play in the Zambian football
league, following fellow Brave Warriors,
centre-back, Tebs Lombaard.

